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Creativity, Activity & Service
Multi-City Sample Itinerary – Berlin & Prague
Please note, this is a sample itinerary - all destinations, activities and timeframes can
be changed as needed. CAS Trips are 100% customizable to your needs. Contact us to
find out more!

Day 1 – Arrival

Activity

Airport pick-up

Relaxation &
Recovery

Walking tour:
Prague’s Old
Town

Description
Private transport will await you at Prague airport to take
you to your accommodation.

After the journey you will want to relax and there is no
better place to do it than the comfort of your own
accommodation.
A fascinating introduction to the incredibly diverse
history and culture of Czech Republic. Watch as your
expert tour guide brings the history to life on Prague’s
ancient streets.
Traditional Czech cuisine at an authentic medieval

Evening Meal

Bohemian tavern.
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Day 2 – Service & Activity

Activity

Description

Service

Hosted by Prague’s only Architecture and Design school,

Challenge:

ARCHIP and professional design team Design Disco,

Sustainable

furniture and products, using only sustainable materials, to

Design Disco

students are challenged with the task of creating functional
be donated to a local charity or community project.

Lunch

Enjoy delicious Thai and international cuisine.

CAS Trips Urban

Students will use instinct, intelligence and your newly

Treasure Hunt

acquired historical knowledge in search of monuments,
clues and hints to solve the Urban Treasure Hunt.

Evening Meal

Indulge in mouth-watering authentic Italian cuisine.

CAS Reflections

Led by the CAS Trips team, this interactive workshop will

Workshop

explore different techniques students can use in their
reflections, questions to contemplate, issues to address
and platforms to utilize.
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Day 3 – Service

Activity
Pragulic
Homeless
Walking tour

Lunch

Service
Challenge:
The Homeless
Cooking

Description

See Prague from a completely different perspective with
one of Pragulic homeless guides. Visit a homeless colony
and discover the hard truths behind life on the streets.

Mexican cuisine at a local favorite.

In cooperation with Prague’s most out-reaching homeless
charity Nadeje, you will work as a team to plan, prepare,
cook and distribute a meal for 50+ homeless in Nadeje’s
homeless shelter. Communication and teamwork will be

Challenge

key as students work with a tight budget and 2-hour time

Evening Meal

You will also eat the meal you cook!

limit.
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Day 4 – Bus Departure to Berlin
Activity

Early Departure

Lunch

Description
We check-out and leave Prague early via private coach
transport to ensure a full day in Berlin.

Packed lunch to be eaten on the bus.

Following your bus’ arrival at your accommodation via

Arrival

private coach, your dedicated CAS Trips Berlin guide will
welcome you and assist with check-in.

Walking Tour:
Historical Berlin

Evening Meal

On this fascinating tour of the main historical sights and
landmarks of the city, our expert guide will reveal the
often unbelievable history of this incredible city.

European cuisine served in a central location.
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Day 5 – Creativity & Service

Activity

Description

Street Art Tour

Students will receive expert tuition from professional street

& Workshop

artists and create their own design canvases with spray
paints in the studio.

Lunch

Service
Challenge:
Urban Organic
Gardening

A gourmet packed lunch.

Students will come to understand the benefits of
community collaboration and environmental issues as they
roll up their sleeves and volunteer at a community garden.

We take our evening meal at the garden’s own organic

Evening Meal

restaurant.
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Day 6 – Creativity & Service

Activity
The Refugee
Tour

Description
On this compelling tour, one brave newcomer to the city
of Berlin opens up their heart and world to show you
Berlin through their eyes.
We finish the tour at the tour guide’s family-run Syrian
restaurant. A testament to multiculturalism and the

Lunch

perseverance of refugees to acclimatize and succeed in a
foreign land…not to mention the delicious authentic
cuisine!

Topography
of Terror
Museum

Evening Meal

At the same site as the former Gestapo headquarters, the
Topography of Terror museum provides a chilling and
details insight into the horrors of the Nazi regime.

We have Middle Eastern cuisine for dinner.
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Day 7 – Departure
Activity

Description

Check-out &

Your guide will assist with check-out and we will
make our way to the bus station to start our return
journey to Prague Airport.

Bus to Prague
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Have questions or need further information?
Get in touch
+420 255 71 26 52

castrips
info@castrips.org

facebook.com/castrips
instagram.com/castrips

twitter.com/castrips
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